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Abstract

The conditions and mechanisms leading to cooperation in evolving sys-
tems remains both a fundamental and complex question. Although sig-
nificant progress has been made in mapping the conditions that support
cooperation in simple models, the evolutionary trajectories that lead from
non-cooperative conditions to cooperation, particularly in more complex
systems, are still poorly understood. In this paper we study how coop-
eration levels vary in both a simple tag-mediated cooperation model and
a more complex multi-level version of the same system in which there is
competition between both individuals and populations of individuals. The
results confirm that including inter-population competition increases the
average level of cooperation within individual populations. However, the
mechanisms leading to the increased cooperation are unexpected. First,
with multi-level competition, the periods of cooperation within a popu-
lation become more frequent, but generally remain unstable, and periods
of almost pure defection are still common. Thus, the average amount of
cooperation is increased, but no individual population maintains a stable
level of cooperation. Second, with inter-population competition, when a
threshold level of cooperation is reached the entire system is rapidly driven
to a state of almost pure cooperation that is stable. This state does not
occur when competition is only within populations.

1 Introduction

In 2005 Science magazine included the question: ‘how did cooperative behav-
ior evolve?’ as one of the 25 most fundamental questions facing the scientific
community [1]. Although cooperative behavior is clearly widespread in both
nature and human interactions, altruistic cooperation, in which individuals sac-
rifice their own fitness to improve some one else’s fitness, runs counter to simple
interpretations of evolutionary principles.
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Typically the evolution of cooperation depends on specific features that lead
to specific mechanisms fostering cooperation. Examples of such mechanisms
include kin selection, reciprocity (direct, indirect, and network), and group se-
lection. It is worth noting that these mechanisms are not mutually exclusive.
Nowak has outlined the conditions under which each of these mechanisms should
lead to cooperation, at least for very simple models [2]. Understanding how
cooperation evolves when multiple mechanisms are present remains a difficult
problem.

A common case where multiple mechanisms support cooperation is multi-
level competition, in which there is competition at both the individual and the
population level. In such a model there may be evolutionary pressure in favor
of, or opposed to, cooperation at either or both levels. For example, within
populations cooperation may benefit individuals through kinship, whereas com-
petition between populations of individuals may favor cooperation within the
population independent of kinship.

Riolo et al. [3] and Spector and Klien [4] have shown cooperation can evolve
in a simple evolutionary model with tag-mediated cooperation. In this paper we
use their tag-mediated system to show that the addition of multi-level competi-
tion, competition between individuals and simultaneously competition between
populations of those individuals, has several significant effects on the evolution
of cooperation. First, in general we find that cooperation levels are unstable,
with cooperation rates undergoing rapid and extreme changes. Second, our re-
sults confirm that multi-level competition can increase the average cooperation
rate by changing the frequency and duration of the periods of cooperation. Fi-
nally, and perhaps most significantly, multi-level competition introduces a new
stable state in which all of the competing populations have near 100% coopera-
tion. Once this state is reached defection becomes an unsuccessful strategy and
the state remains stable. Thus, multi-level competition has both quantitative
effects (increasing the frequency and duration of the periods of cooperation) and
qualitative effects (introducing a new stable state) on the evolutionary dynamics
of cooperation.

2 Background

In 2001 Riolo et al. showed that cooperation mediated by tags could arise
without reciprocity [3]. Individuals donate to other individuals whose tag is
not too dissimilar to the donor’s tag. Donation involves losing resources and a
corresponding decrease in the chance of survival, while the receiver’s resources,
and chance of survival, increase. In this model (based on a similar model by
Holland [5]) there is no reciprocity - the donor gains no direct advantage and
the receiver and donor do not automatically exchange roles.

Donations in this model are a form of strong altruism, as donors recieve an
absolute penalty [6, 7]. In contrast, in weak altruism donors recieve a benefit,
but one that is smaller that recieved by the other members of the group [6].
Similarly, according to defnitions this is a model of an “other-only” trait, as
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opposed to a “whole-group” trait in which all members of the group, including
the donor, benefit [8].

Initially there was some debate over the interpretation of Riolo et al.’s model
because individuals were required to share with other individuals with identical
tags [9, 10]. Thus, individuals that were purely selfish could not evolve. In
2006 Spector and Klein showed that even if the restriction that individuals must
cooperate with other individuals with identical tags is removed, significant levels
of cooperation evolve [4, 11]. They found that the rate of cooperation depends on
both the rate of mutation and the size of the ‘neighborhood’ in which individuals
both share resources and compete. In particular low mutation rates and small
neighborhoods of interaction favor higher average levels of cooperation. Thus,
the model allows for adjustable rates of evolved cooperation, making it a very
useful empirical model. In these experiments we use a mutation rate of 0.01
and two neighborhood sizes: 5 and 10. From Spector and Klein’s results these
parameters are known to lead to significantly different levels of cooperation
making them useful for comparing the effects of multi-level cooperation.

Spector and Klein also proposed a likely evolutionary mechanism by which
cooperation would appear in a non-cooperative group in this model. However,
they did not present the long term evolutionary dynamics of individuals runs. In
particular, the higher average levels of cooperation observed with low mutation
rates and small neighborhoods could arise from several factors: higher levels of
cooperation in all members, very high levels of cooperation by some members
and lower levels by other members, or fluctuating levels of cooperation that have
higher averages over time.

In addition to questions regarding the dynamics of evolved cooperation there
is considerable interest in the role of mulit-level selection - selection between in-
dividuals within groups and between groups - on the evolution of cooperation.
Recently Killingback et al. showed that group competition can increase do-
nation rates in a tradgedy of the commons model in which individuals donate
to the communal ‘pot’, [12]. This is a model of weak, whole-group altruism -
individuals are benefited by their donations, although defectors enjoy a larger
net benefit.

Bowles et al. have shown that group competition can increase the frequency
of strongly altruistic donations [13]. In their model individuals are either pure al-
truists (always donate at a cost to themselves) or pure defectors (never donate).
They also found that within group structures that increase the probability of
altruists interacting with other altrusists and defectors interacting with other
defectors (what they term segmenting) improves coopertion rates. This is sim-
ilar to spector and Klien’s results that show that smaller neighborhoods within
groups increases cooperation rates [4].

However, unlike tag mediated models, in both Killingback et al. and Bowles
et al.’s models individuals are always either atruists or defectors (in Killingback
et al.’s model individuals can vary how much they donate), that is, individuals
can not choose whether or not to donate. Recently, it has been shown that the
ability to recognize other potential altruists and thus to preferentially donate to
them (i.e. the greenbeard effect) can significantly increase altruistic behaviors,
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i f the genes for alturism and ‘beard color’ are loosely coupled [14]. Thus, the
use of tags represents a distinct mechanism for evolving cooperation that may,
or may not, be improved through group level competition.

In this paper we more closely examine the evolutionary dynamics of tag
mediated cooperation to determine the fundamental cause of the increased levels
of cooperation observed by Spector and Klein. Then we examine how these
dynamics change when multi-level competition is included. By using a relatively
simple model, its possible to understand the specific mechanisms by which inter-
group selection affects intra-group evolutionary dynamics.

3 Methods

The multi-level evolutionary model consists of a set of separate populations.
Competition takes place between the individuals in the populations and the
populations compete with each other creating two levels of competition. The
basic algorithm is outlined in Figure 3 and the details of the model are as follows.

The evolutionary model uses a set of 50 populations. Each population con-
tains 100 individuals arranged in a ‘ring’. In each iteration there is a sharing
phase and a selection phase based on Riolo et al.’s [3] model (with Spector and
Klein’s [4] modification) of tag mediated cooperation. Individuals consist of two
real values, a tag and a ‘tolerance’. Initially these are chosen randomly from the
range (0, 1.0). During the sharing phase each individual has D opportunities
(D = 3 in these experiments) to donate to randomly selected individuals with a
neighborhood of N of the donor. An individual choses to donate if the difference
between its tag and the receiver’s tag is less than the donor’s tolerance. If an
individual donates then the donor’s resources are decreased by cost and the re-
ceiver’s resources are increased by benefit. In these experiments cost = 0.1 and
benefit = 1.0. In each iteration the individuals start with 0 resources; resources
may go negative.

After the sharing phase each population enters the selection phase. Each
individual is compared to a randomly selected individual (a competitor) from
within its neighborhood. The individual with more resources is mutated and
then placed in a new population (in the case of a tie the original individual is
kept). Thus each individual has at least one opportunity to reproduce if it has
equal to or more resources than its randomly selected competitor. In addition,
an individual has the opportunity to reproduce if it is selected as a competitor.
Once the new population is filled it becomes the ‘current’ population and the old
population is discarded. The resources of each individual are reset to zero at the
beginning of each iteration and are not maintained from iteration to iteration.

During mutation there is a 0.1 chance that a tag will be mutated and a
separate 0.1 chance that the tolerance will be mutated. A tag is mutated by
randomly choosing a new tag value from the range (0, 1.0). A tolerance value
is mutated by adding Gaussian noise with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.01.
Thus, tolerances can (slowly) increase indefinitely, although the maximum possi-
ble tag difference is 1.0 so any tolerance of 1.0 or greater represents an individual
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repeat 50 times
generate a random population of 100 individuals

repeat 440,000 times
for each population

for each individual within the population
set the individual’s resources to zero

for each individual within the population
randomly pick 3 neighbors to (potentially) share with

for each individual within the population
randomly select one neighbor to compete with
copy the winner into a new (next generation) population

delete the old population
make the new populations the current population

repeat C times
randomly select 2 populations to compete with each other
replace the loser with a copy of the winner

Figure 1: The basic multi-level algorithm. The numbers correspond to the
parameters used in this paper, other parameters may be chosen.

who will donate to anyone. As in Spector and Klein’s model a minimum toler-
ance of −0.000001 is imposed, if mutation generates a tolerance less than this
the tolerance is reset to −0.000001. Note that an individual with a negative tol-
erance will never donate to any other individual, including one with an identical
tag.

In addition to competition between individuals within each population there
is competition between populations. After every population has undergone one
iteration of sharing and selection selection is applied between populations. Two
populations (out of the 50) are selected randomly. If the sum of all resources
of all individuals in the second population exceeds the sum of all resources of
all individuals in the first population, then the first population is replaced with
a duplicate of the second population. Note that this is a one way competition;
only the population selected second can replace the first population. Although
later the populations may be selected in the reverse order, thereby switching
their roles in selection.

In general, a population in which the individuals often donate to each other
will have more total resources and will replace a population in which individuals
rarely donate. The selection process is repeated C times. Experiments are run
with values of C between zero (no population level selection) and five (five pairs
of populations are selected to compete in each iteration). As C increases there
is more pressure for populations to cooperate - populations with low levels of
cooperation are more likely to be involved in a competition and replaced by a
population with a higher average rate of cooperation.

Note that this is a fairly extreme form of competition. The losing population
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Population size 100
Number of populations 50
Donation opportunities per iteration 3
Iterations 440, 000
Cost 0.1
Benefit 1.0
Mutation rate 0.1
Neighborhood 5 and 10
Number of second level competitions 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Number of trials 50

Table 1: Summary of the model parameters

(consisting of 100 individuals) is completely replaced by a copy of the winning
population. This model most closely mimics situations in which the individuals
can learn, i.e. where a losing population learns and hence adopts the winner’s
cooperative strategy and is similar to that used by Bowles et al. [13].

The program is run for 440, 000 iterations, where each iteration consists of
a sharing and selection phase for each population and C competitions between
populations (as described above). The first 40, 000 iterations are discarded to
avoid including any transient behavior in the results. Note that iterations are
numbered from the first recorded iteration. Fifty independent trials are run for
each of the test conditions.

4 Results

In the experiments we examine three progressively finer views of the evolutonary
dynamics. First, we examine the general behavior averaging across all of the
competing populations. This provides the average cooperation rates as a func-
tion of neighborhood size and rates on inter-population competition. Next we
examine the dynamics within the evolving populations to determine how inter-
population competitions affect intra-population dynamics. Finally, as a control,
we remove the tags to determine whether the tags actually play a fundamental
role in the evolution of cooperation in this model.

4.1 Inter-population Dynamics

Figure 2 shows the average cooperation rates of the populations for neighbor-
hoods of size 5 and 10 with varying amounts of population level selection (error
bars are one standard deviation). The average rate of cooperation is deter-
mined by dividing the number of actual cases in which individuals donate by
the number of opportunities individuals have to donate. In these experiments
the population size is 100 and in each sharing phase each individual has 3 oppor-
tunities to donate. Thus, the average cooperation rate is the number of times
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Figure 2: Average cooperation rates for two neighborhood sizes (5 and 10)
and several rates of population level competition (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 popula-
tion level competitions per iteration). Competition between populations clearly
encourages cooperation within populations. Interestingly, this effect is more
pronounced as the neighborhood increases.

individuals do share during the sharing phase divided by 300 (100 individuals x
3 opportunities).

When the number of competitions is zero (C = 0) there is no selective pres-
sure on the populations. In this case the results agree with those of Spector and
Klein [4, 11]. Specifically, the smaller neighborhood results in higher levels of
cooperation. As C increases the average level of cooperation clearly increases
demonstrating that the population level competition does increase cooperation
within the populations. Interestingly, as the amount of competition between
populations increases the neighborhood trend reverses and the larger neighbor-
hood produces more cooperation.

To further illustrate the dynamics of the system, Figure 3 shows the average
cooperation rate for 5 sample trials (out of the full 50 trials) with a neighbor-
hood of 10 and 5 population competitions per iteration. Each curve shows the
cooperation rate averaged across the 50 populations within the trial. Note that
the data does not show anything resembling a constant cooperation rate, in-
stead the average cooperation rate observed in Figure 2 is the result of extreme
fluctuations in cooperation rates. These fluctuations continue until a critical
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Figure 3: Average cooperation across all 100 populations in 5 sample trials.
Neighborhood size is 10 and there are 5 population level competitions per itera-
tion (C = 5). In each trial average cooperation across all populations fluctuates
until a critical value is reached. Once the critical value is reached the popula-
tions quickly move to a stable state with nearly 100% cooperation.

value of roughly 80% cooperation is reached. Once this critical value is reached
average cooperation quickly reaches near 100% cooperation. This is a steady
state. Once reached significant deviations from 100% cooperation were never
observed. This behavior is observed in all five of these sample trials and for these
experimental conditions occured to all 50 trials within the 440,000 interations
of the experiment.

4.2 Intra-Population Dynamics

To understand the dynamics of a single population, Figures 4, ??, and ?? show
the cooperation rate within a single population compared to the average coop-
eration rate across all 50 populations in a single, sample trial. (Recall that each
of the trials examines 50 competing populations and each population consists of
100 competing individuals.) The parameters used to generate the data in these
figures are a neighborhood of 10 with 0, 3, or 5 population level competitions
per iteration.

In all three cases, the cooperation rate within a population fluctuates widely
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Figure 4: Average cooperation rate for a single population averaged across all
50 competing populations for neighborhood of 10 and C = 0 (no second level
competition). The population shows rapidly fluctuating cooperation levels, but
the average cooperation level remains low showing that at any given moment
only a few (at most) of the populations have a high cooperation rate.
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Figure 5: Average cooperation rate for a single population averaged across all
50 competing populations for a neighborhood of 10 and C = 3. The population
shows rapidly fluctuating cooperation levels. The average cooperation level
generally remains low showing that generally only a few of the populations have
a high cooperation rate. Occasional periods of high average cooperation show
that many of the populations have high cooperation rates simultaneously.
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Figure 6: Average cooperation rate for a single population averaged across all
50 competing populations for a neighborhood of 10 and C = 5. Again the single
population shows rapidly fluctuating cooperation levels, but the typical level
is relatively high. Eventually a critical point is reached and both the sample
population and the average across all 50 competing populations goes to 100%
cooperation.
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Figure 7: Distribution of average cooperation rates in the final iteration with
a neighborhood of 5 and the three rates of inter-population competition (C =
0, 3, and 5). With no inter-population competition (C = 0) final cooperation
rates are relatively low (0.2-0.4). As inter-population rates increase (C = 3) final
cooperation rates increase (0.4-0.8) and eventually (for C = 5) some populations
reach the stable state of full cooperation.

and the average cooperation rate across all 50 populations roughly follows those
fluctuations. The figures show that high levels of cooperation often extend
to the whole set of populations and persist for many iterations, even before a
stable state of nearly 100% cooperation is reached. E.g. in Figure ?? there is a
period of relatively high average cooperation around iteration 40,000 that lasts
for several thousand iterations.

Spector and Klein have explained the mechanism by which such high levels
of cooperation arise [4, 11]. They suggest that in a population mostly consisting
of non-sharing individuals a single mutant with a relatively high tolerance may
appear and donate to one or more of its neighbors. With their above average
resources (due to the donation) these neighbors reproduce and their offspring
populate the immediate neighborhood. Because these offspring have identi-
cal (or at least similar) tags they form a sharing nucleus that quickly spreads
throughout the population. Of course, defectors arise almost as quickly and
the cooperation rate drops back to (near) zero. Spector and Klein also showed
that with smaller neighborhoods the similar members in these sharing nucleii
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Figure 8: Distribution of average cooperation rates in the final iteration with
a neighborhood of 10 and the three rate of population level competition (C =
0, 3, and 5). Compared to Figure 5 cooperation rates are generally lower, e.g.
results for C = 0 and C = 3, but the steady state of 100% cooperation is reached
more frequently, occasionally for C = 3 and always for C = 5.

are more likely to be chosen to interact, increasing their chance of donating
to each other and spreading throughout the population. Thus, with no second
level sharing smaller neighborhoods lead to higher average cooperation rates (as
seen in Figure 2).

The difference between the trials with C = 0, 3, and 5 is in how frequently,
and how sustained, high levels of cooperation are. For C = 0 the sample pop-
ulation occasionally exhibits very high levels of cooperation, but they are very
brief and don’t significantly effect the average cooperation rate. For C = 3
(three population level competitions per iteration) periods of high cooperation
are more frequent, and occasionally spread to a reasonable percentage of the
competing populations, occasionally producing high average (across all 50 pop-
ulations) cooperation rates - e.g. around iteration 40,000. This occurs because
the competition between populations creates a mechanism for high levels of
cooperation to spread between populations.

For C = 5 the situation is magnified and is reversed from the C = 3 case. Now
high average cooperation is the norm and periods of low average cooperation
are rare. In Figure ?? one such period of low average cooperation appears
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around iteration 27,000. If high enough cooperation rates spread to enough of
the competing populations the whole system moves into a state of near 100%
cooperation. This also occurs for C = 3, but less frequently.

To determine how often and under what circumstances the stable state of
full cooperation is reached, Figures 5 and 6 present the distribution of average
cooperation rates in the final (440,000th) iteration. These figures confirm that
the smaller neighborhoods lead to higher average levels of cooperation. However,
as competition between the populations plays an increasing role the populations
with a larger neighborhood are more likely to reach the critical value of 80%
cooperation and move from there into the stable state of pure cooperation.

It is also clear that the populations that have reached the stable state distort
the averages seen in Figure 2. E.g. the relatively high average cooperation rate
with a neighborhood of 10 and C = 4 observed in Figure 2 is because nearly 50%
of the trials have reached the stable state. In those trials that haven’t reached a
stable state it is clear a neighborhood of 5 produces a higher cooperation rate.

4.3 Tagless Results

To verify the importance of the tags, even in the presense of inter-population
competition, we also ran trials without tags. In this final set of experiments
an individual’s decision to donate is based only on their own tolernace value:
individuals with a tolerance greater than 0.5 always donate (regardless of the
relative values of their and the receivers tags) and individuals with a tolerance
less than 0.5 never donate. Thus, cooperation can still evolve. For these trials
the neighborhood size is 10 and the inter-population competition rate is 5.
These are the values that lead to the highest cooperation rates in our previous
experiments.

Figure 7 shows the average cooperation rate and the average tolerance rate
when tags are ingored. Initially the coopeeration rate is roughly 0.5%, as ex-
pected in populations consisting of individuals with tolerances randomply dis-
tributed between 0 and 1.0. However, the cooperation rate quickly drops to 0
and stays there (data out to 4000 interations show no change in the coopera-
tion rate). Figure 7 also shows that the average tolerance drops to just under
0.25. Only indiduals with a tolerance above 0.5 donate, so this confirms that
the populations are evolving to all defectors, even in though there is a high level
on inter-population competition.

5 Discussion

Recently there has been considerable interest in how cooperation evolves. We
have addressed some of the fundamental questions regarding the evolution of
cooperation in an environment with multiple levels of competition. Our results
lead to several significant conclusions.

First, it is clear that in this model cooperation rates typically undergo rapid
and extreme changes. Looking at the average cooperation rate within a popula-
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Figure 9: Cooperation rate (left) and average tolerance (right) when tags are
ignored. Individuals always donate if their tolerance is greater than 0.5 and
otherwise never donate. Without the ability to discriminate based on relative
tag values cooperation isn’t sustained.

tion or across multiple populations can be misleading because it obscures these
rapid fluctuations in the cooperation rate. In particular, the changes in average
cooperation rate observed by Spector and Klein as a function of the neighbor-
hood size and the mutation rate are a result of changes in the frequency and
persistence of the high cooperation periods, not the result of changing a rela-
tively stable cooperation rate. This result suggests the need for a change in how
cooperation is viewed and measured in, at least some, models. If cooperation
levels are widely fluctuating, as in these experiments, measuring cooperation in
terms of the frequency with which it evolves in the population and the stabil-
ity of cooperation once it evolves may be much more informative than simply
measuring the average rate of cooperation.

Second, our results confirm that multi-level competition can increase the
average cooperation rate. In fact, multi-level competition has two significant
affects on the average cooperation level.

• Multi-level competition can increase the average cooperation rate by in-
creasing the frequency and duration of the periods of high cooperation.

• Multi-level competition can produce a stable state in which all of the
competing populations have near 100% cooperation. Once this state is
reached defection becomes an unsuccessful strategy.

Because of the nature of the second level competition and replacement be-
ing used (in which a population with fewer resources is completely replaced
by a population with more resources) the results are most applicable to cases
where cooperation can be learned. E.g. where one group can observe that in
another group cooperation is beneficial and can copy the cooperation strategy.
Considerable additional research is needed to determine the role of multi-level
competition on the evolution of cooperation when other models of inter-group
competition are used.
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